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ARTICLE

Model of Non-uniform Application of the Common External Tariff in the EC

Carsten Weerth*

Many legal advisers, scientists and practitioners know since many years, that the Common External Tariff (CET) of the European Community (EC) is being applied non-uniform from the different national customs services and that the economic operators are using this systematic fault of the EC for their advantage. Which forms of advantages of price differences according to different duty rates at market entry into the EC common market are there?

A model of non-uniform application of the CET of the EC has been developed and proven during three years of research and is presented in this paper.

I. Theory of Diversion of Trade and Non-uniform Application of the Common External Tariff of the EC

Producers and importers of goods are reacting on tariff measures in order to receive more favourable import duties. In former times that was possible only for big, multinational businesses however in times of globalization and strong divisions of working processes around the world, the unification of the rules of world trade, customs procedures and the interaction of different economies and societies this can also be done by small and medium businesses that are participating on global trade – and they must do so in order to survive the competition within each country and the big opportunities in global trade. In particular the ‘smart’ businesses are regarding taxes at the border as ‘manageable tax’, that means ‘routable taxes’ (this is also known as ‘international tax planning’). It is of the interest of the importer and his legal adviser to prevent cost intensive ‘customs problems’ and to circumvent them – the customs problems comprising fines and high customs duties.

A higher customs duty at import of goods equals higher costs for the import. Therefore an importer will try to pay lower costs for the importation of goods, for example, by choosing a lower customs duty when possible.

When a competition of different economies, legal systems and the application of law is regarded this is known as ‘Competition of legal order, Competition of regulation, competition of systems or federalism of competition’ however the ‘regulation or legal orders’ is most fitting. The very question is whether there is a competition between the single customs authorities of the EC Member States for the control of market access and how the importer is reacting. How can the European commission ensure an uniform application of customs law and the access to the common market out of third countries and is this issue politically desirable?

Notes

* Dr Weerth BSc (Glasgow) is legal expert in European customs law and works with the German Customs and Excise Service in Bremen. He is a frequent contributor to the scientific journals AW-Prax (Zeitschrift für Außenwirtschaft in Recht und Praxis) und ZfZ (Zeitschrift für Zölle und Verbrauchsteuern), author of seven books on European customs law, co-author of two legal comments on European customs law and lecturer at the Hochschule für Öffentliche Verwaltung Bremen, University of Applied Sciences. Contact: <carsten.weerth@gmx.de>.


3 See ibid.

4 See Genschel/Rixen, 2006, 2.


2. Race of Regulator and Regulated?

2.1. Concept of the Race of Regulator and Regulated

A race between regulators (customs authorities) and regulated (importer) is very much likely.

The importer of a certain commodity into the EC can choose out of different views on customs classification from (up to) 27 national customs authorities for a more desirable variant (the lesser customs duty) – that is ceteris paribus, meaning that the transport costs and further transaction costs are assumed as similar, because these costs shall not disrupt the advantage of a lesser customs duty.

In short it can be said as a competition between an importer and (up to) 27 customs authorities with sometimes different customs classification opinions for a certain commodity into the Common External Tariff (CET).

2.2. Legal View

Out of the legal view the customs authorities of the EC and the European commission are forced due to obligations out of the EC-Treaty to ensure an uniform application of the CET throughout the EC in order to obtain an equal market access and equal treatment of importers.

However there is a strong contrast between the official and scientific opinion of the success of the EC customs union, the legal obligations out of the EC-Treaty as of Article 25 paragraph 1 EC-Treaty 'The basis of the community is a customs union [...] and the introduction of a common customs tariff' on the one hand and the practical uniform application of the CET, which is according to the numerous legal cases in front of national financial courts and the European court of justice in questions of customs classification apparently not given.

The question must be posed whether the legal obligations out of the EC-Treaty are really addressed of the EC – the EC must be measured by its own high measures. The fixed aim of the EC is a 'customs union'. Does a customs union only consist out of a uniform customs law (customs law union) or does it also consist out of a common customs authority (customs authority union)? Is the EC customs law (in particular the common customs tariff) really being applied uniform? Are systematic differences between the EC Member States and the apparent weaknesses of the EC (e.g., different official languages, mentalities of customs officers, different education of customs officers, different payments of customs officers, different traditions, different ways to contest a decision) really being used by international acting multinational businesses? Are the national customs authorities of the EC Member States being played with by and against each other by multinational economic operators?

2.3. Business Administration View

Out of the business administration view the single importer it is favourable to choose the lesser customs duty in order to receive fewer costs when importing goods and therefore to receive a cheaper market entry to the EC common market. This advantage of costs will only apply when the transport costs within the common market are smaller than the amount that was saved by the smaller customs duty.

2.4. National Customs Service View

Out of the view of the national customs authorities the 27 administration of the EC Member States...
(in their national competition of states) have an interest in receiving the import and customs declarations in their country (25% of the traditional revenue remains with this Member State).

The easy and non-complicated customs clearance at the local seat of the economic operator is an important regional economic factor for the local economy – in Switzerland the regional authorities on charge of the development of economic facilities is openly cooperating with the Swiss customs service.10

Within the EC the national customs services of the Member States and the different economic areas are in an competition in order to hold the import in their location or Member State11 (e.g., the competition between Bremerhaven and Hamburg in Germany or the competition between the German harbours with the so called ‘Western Harbors’ in the Netherlands – Rotterdam – and in Belgium – Antwerp (and die competition of these last two harbours between themselves).11

2.5. Competition between EC Member States

Another major idea of the competition of places are the strongly differing rates of the value added tax (VAT) of the Member States of the EC-2512 (from 15% in Luxembourg to 25% in Denmark, Sweden and Hungary).

There is a deep political discussion and in the press and scientific literature about the competition within the EC common market, however the idea of a competition at market entry to the common market from the outside out of third countries has not been topic of regular research yet.13

When there are tremendous differences of VAT-rates (e.g., Denmark, Sweden and Hungary, 25%, Luxembourg 15%, Germany 19%):14 it is likely that there is a competition for the import of goods out of third countries into the common market over different Member States of the EC. The importer will choose a better VAT-Rate in another Member State when he gets lower frontier costs and the advantage of costs is not required for transport costs within the common market. For the VAT it must be stated clearly, that they are remaining for 100% into the revenue of the Member State (in contrast to customs duties which are remaining only for 25% in the Member State and 75% must be given to the European commission).

2.6. Economic View

Out of the economic view it must be questioned whether a non-uniform market entry is negative. Citizens can receive imported goods for better prices (when the importer is handing on his advantage) and due to the competition of the national customs services among each other the importer will most probably receive the best conditions for market entry. However the conditions for fair and free trade are contorted. Is this possibly affecting the flow of traffic and changing the trade flow?

2.7. Fiscal View

Out of the fiscal view it must be questioned whether the non-uniform application of the EC customs law is endangering traditional own revenue of the EC in large amounts. Are these small areas of cross-border trade or are these tremendous values and amounts of goods?

2.8. Political View

Out of political view it must be questioned whether the deficiencies of the EC customs union are acknowledged and whether these deficiencies of equal market entry shall be healed.

Notes

10 By the introduction of the so-called central customs clearance model at the seat of the importing business with the Modernized Customs Code in 2013 the competition of the EC Member States will most likely grow less important because the import clearance will be centralized at the customs office of entrance at the seat of the concern., see Lux AW-Prax 2005, 378–383 and 422–425 and see Lux, AW-Prax 2006, 367–370.
11 Personal experiences of customs clearings in sea trade: many economic operators are arguing against Germany’s customs service ‘when you cannot do this in Bremen, we will do this in Hamburg, there this is normal’ or in a wider Western European context – ‘in Belgium/Netherlands this is being done this way and if you do not do it this way, we will import/export there’: this concurrence has been scientifically published by Beuls ZfZ 1998, 258, in particular n. 24, when Belgian customs officers are fearing a higher control frequency could lead to a situation which would be in favour of ‘the Netherlands’ in order to enhance the economic success of the harbour of Rotterdam.
14 Since 1 Jan. 2007.
Are these simply different mentalities and historically grown – non-harmonized – topics of the 27 national states (legal system, financial courts, competition between Member States)? Can these problems be addressed in the view of a growing and enlarged EC?

In recent years (in Europe since the 1990, in the US since 1998) the environment of customs regulations has changed fast and strongly. The new tendency of law enforcement in the US and the EC-25 is the transposition of complying with legal requirements (the so-called ‘compliance’) to the importer, for example, the correct customs classification of goods into the customs tariff.

2.9. Scientific View

In the scientific community at first there was lead within the young European Economic Community (EEC) about the competition of business allocation and later about the competition of national systems (in particular after the ‘Cassis de Dijon’-case) however since 1993 the major topic of new research is the completion of the common market and the still apparent deficiencies (e.g., non-uniform tax rates within the EC for the VAT – therefore it still can be said to be a system-and allocation competition of the Member States among each other).

3. A Short History of the CET of the EC

3.1. BENELUX-Customs Union 1948

The first Customs union in Western Europe was founded in 1948 between Belgium, the Netherlands and Luxembourg (BENELUX-Customs Union).

---

### Table: Member States Accession of Member States

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Member States</th>
<th>Accession of Member States</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1958</td>
<td>Belgium, Netherlands, Luxembourg, Germany, Italy, France (EEC-6)</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>Belgium, Netherlands, Luxembourg, Germany, Italy, France, Great Britain, Ireland, Denmark (EEC-9)</td>
<td>Great Britain, Ireland, Denmark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>Belgium, Netherlands, Luxembourg, Germany, Italy, France, Great Britain, Ireland, Denmark, Greece (EEC-10)</td>
<td>Greece</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>Belgium, Netherlands, Luxembourg, Germany, Italy, France, Great Britain, Ireland, Denmark, Greece, Spain, Portugal (EEC-12)</td>
<td>Spain, Portugal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>Belgium, Netherlands, Luxembourg, Germany, Italy, France, Great Britain, Ireland, Denmark, Greece, Spain, Portugal Austria, Sweden, Finland (EU-15)</td>
<td>Austria, Sweden, Finland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Belgium, Netherlands, Luxembourg, Germany, Italy, France, Great Britain, Ireland, Denmark, Greece, Spain, Portugal, Austria, Sweden, Finland, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Hungary, Cyprus, Malta, Slovenia, Slovakia, Czech Republic (EU-25)</td>
<td>Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Hungary, Cyprus, Malta, Slovenia, Slovakia, Czech Republic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Belgium, Netherlands, Luxembourg, Germany, Italy, France, Great Britain, Ireland, Denmark, Greece, Spain, Portugal, Austria, Sweden, Finland, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Hungary, Cyprus, Malta, Slovenia, Slovakia, Czech Republic, Bulgaria, Romania (EU-27)</td>
<td>Bulgaria, Romania</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### Notes

15 For the situation in the US see Zuvich, ‘The Truth about Customs’, *Journal of Accountancy* (1998): 54, for the situation in the EC see the reports in the journal AW-Prax.
16 See Reiß, 2006, 1.
18 This Figure 1 was taken from Weerth, PhD-Thesis 2007, Table 11, 77.
3.2. European Economic Community (1958) to the EC-27 (2007)

The EEC was founded in 1958 and it took ten years to merge the initial four customs tariffs (BENELUX, France, Italy and Germany) to the CET. The closer cooperation of the BENELUX-Countries is also allowed under Article 306 EC-Treaty (so called BENELUX-Clause).

The EEC has been enlarged six times (see Figure 3).

Figure 2: The BENELUX-Customs Union (1948)

The BENELUX-Customs union resulted in a Common Customs Tariff and a common customs territory from 1948; therefore the customs territory is not divided and shown as one.

Figure 3: Scheme of the National Customs Services of the Member States from the EEC-6, over the Enlargements of the EEC-9, EEC-10, EEC-12, EC-15, EC-25 to the EC-27. The Meaning of the Short Symbols is as Follows: BE, Belgium; LU, Luxembourg; NL, Netherlands; DE, Germany; IT, Italy; FR, France; GB, Great Britain; DK, Denmark; IE, Ireland; GR, Greece; ES, Spain; PT, Portugal; AT, Austria; SE, Sweden; FI, Finland; EE, Estonia; LT, Lithuania; LV, Latvia; MT, Malta; CY, Cyprus; HU, Hungary; CZ, Czech Republic; SI, Slovenia; SK, Slovak Republic; PL, Poland; BG, Bulgaria; RO, Romania.

Notes

19 This Figure 2 was taken from Weerth, PhD-Thesis 2007, Figure 7, 103.
20 This Figure 3 was taken from Weerth, PhD-Thesis 2007, Figure 5, 46.
3.3. Data and Methods

The survey has been conducted solely by help of publicised data either from the EC databases on trade statistics, in the scientific literature or in financial court cases. Mostly the period of the EC-15 has been the topic of research (1995-2004) but some cases have also been included from earlier or later periods of the EC economic history.

Trade flow analysis has been conducted for chosen cases (Chicken cuts of either pos. 0210 or 0207, and old-timer-vehicles of either pos. 8703 or 9705). Furthermore reports of the Anti-Fraud-Authority of the EC (OLAF) have been evaluated, reports from the EC court of auditors have been consulted and judicial cases have been reviewed.

4. Model of Non-uniform Application of the CET of the EC

The race between a regulator and a regulated is not a simple circle of interaction when the customs authorities of an EC Member State are reacting on the action of an importer and the importer reacts again – (simple interaction, see Figure 4).

However the situation is more complex. Each new action of the importer can result in different alternatives of action, that are not easily recognizable for the customs authorities of a EC Member State.

The importer must declare the goods in a customs declaration, which is verified by the national customs authorities of a Member State. The importer will react on this result of validation at the next importation and customs declaration (reaction).

The aim of each action of an importer is the reduction of the customs duties, which can be done by different alternatives of action. Basically the tariff rate \( t \) is calculates by help of three variables value \( v \), duty \( d \) and quantity \( q \):

\[
t = v \times d \times q \tag{1}
\]

The duty \( d \) is determined by the customs classification of the goods into the CET of the EC \( c \) (customs classification) and is depending from the country of origin \( o \) (origin) and the time of the customs declaration \( t_i \) (time).

\[
d = c_{o,i} \tag{2}
\]

The alternation of a customs duty on imported goods is the depending on the variables \( v, q, \) und \( d (c_{o,i}) \).

Every national customs service of a EC Member State is responsible for the right application of the CET and each of the variables in formula 1 is potentially a negative influence of free trade\(^{22}\) and also the possibility of hidden discrimination of goods.\(^{\text{23}}\)

The problem of the customs classification of goods is (as well as the customs value) the possibility of using it as means of protectionism\(^{\text{24}}\) and therefore a certain commodity could be excluded from the MFN principle when the customs classification is ‘unjustified’.\(^{25}\)

For importers with a different opinion on customs classification from the customs authorities of a EC Member State there are different alternatives of action (see Figure 5 and Table 1).

\[\text{Notes}\]

\[\text{21} \] This Figure 4 was taken from Weerth, PhD-Thesis 2007, Figure 3, 41.

\[\text{22} \] See Trebilcock/Howse, 1999, 124.

\[\text{23} \] See Weiß in Weiß/Herrmann, 2003, §11, No. 419.


\[\text{25} \] See Weiß in Weiß/Herrmann, 2003, No. 419.

\[\text{26} \] This Figure 5 was taken from Weerth, PhD-Thesis 2007, Figure 4, 45.
5. **Forms and Proofs of Non-uniform Application of the CET of the EC**

The alternatives of action and the model of non-uniform-application of the EC CET have been proven by help of different examples. The trade flow alternations at import into the EC common market over a Member State with a customs classification opinion that results in a better opinion (lower duty) and the transport within the common market into another Member State (so called 'tariff shopping', Table 1, 3. alternative of action) has been postulated in the literature before.29

The success of contesting a classification opinion of the customs service of a Member State is limited in time (until the final judicial decision) – a survey of the European Court judgments from 1969 until 1994 has shown, that in 56 out of 151 cases (37%) the economic operator was successful whereas in 95 cases (63%) the customs service was successful.30

For the classification of the alternatives of action it is important to understand that some of them are legal and others are illegal however weather or not an action is illegal is depending on the criminal laws of the EC Member States (EC-15 = 15 Member States or EC-27 = 27 Member States), because the criminal consequences are not laid down in the EC customs law. Therefore it can be more favourable for an importer to choose a Member State in which there are no legal consequences for his actions. However some duty

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Status L/I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Contesting a Customs classification of a Member State (for a limited time)</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Import without hint of a binding tariff information (BTI) with a different classification result</td>
<td>L/I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Import over another Member State that has a different opinion of customs classification - change of trade flow (so called 'tariff shopping')</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Application for a BTI in another Member State that has a different opinion of customs classification (so called 'BTI-shopping')</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Development of new goods in order to prevent a unfavourable customs classification</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Decrease of the customs value</td>
<td>L/I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Change of the country of origin</td>
<td>L/I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Change of the description of goods</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Change of the amount of goods</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Smuggling, concealing of goods and unlawful introduction into the customs territory</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The reduction of a customs value can be obtained with legal or illegal means.28 The country of origin can also be influenced legally and illegally: false declarations are illegal but imports of similar goods out of another country of origin with a more favourable customs duty is legal; a simple classification of these two points (6/7) as legal/illegal is therefore not possible. The negation of a different BTI is illegal in Germany when customs duties are not paid.

### Notes

27 This Table 1 was taken from Weerth, PhD-Thesis 2007, Table 9, 44.
28 False declarations or the false manufacturing of documents are illegal, however the presentation of another invoice out of the chain of delivery is legal (Art. 147 para. 1 s. 3 CCIP), when this is a transaction with the aim of importation into the EC; there are legal scopes of action for the determination of the customs value, see very detailed Möller, Verrechnungspreis und Zollwert, PhD-Thesis, Universität Freiburg, 2004.
30 Own calculations on the basis of data from Vermulst, MJR 15, no. 4 (1994): 1316–1327; out of 158 cases seven cases had an 'uncertain result'.

reductions can always be corrected by help of later in-house audits according to Article 78 CC.

The different and difficult legal classification of the customs classification means that there are legal scopes for duties on goods at market entry.

The customs classification of a certain commodity into another tariff line can only be charged when this can be proven. However the proof is due to the difficulty of classification of goods and the uncertainty difficult and almost not possible.

Since the foundation of the EEC-6 in 1958 the European (economic) Community has been enlarged six times up to the EC-27 in 2007.

By the enlargements more and more different customs services have been put into charge of application of the CET at the outer EC-border. When a single customs service has another classification opinion for the classification of a certain commodity into the CET from the other customs services the danger of changes of trade flows at market entry into the European common market is immense (see Figure 6): for example France could have had another classification opinion from the rest of the EC-15, that means that there is the chance of non-uniform application of the CET. The chance that this situation results in a change of trade flow pattern at the entry to the EC common market into the direction of France is very high.

The tax management by help of customs classification into a Customs Tariff is a possibility for customs duty reduction for multinational economic operators and small and medium businesses that are using different legal and structural systems of EC Member States for the import control in order to play the systems against each other (insofar the knowledgeable importers are making ‘Games with Customs’).

The illegal activities are staying the instrument of criminal minds and the organized crime. It can be distinguished between the concealment of goods (e.g., hiding in secret places or the breaking of a border by help of an airplane that is flying over the frontier and is landing uncontrolled or that is thrown overboard next to the shoreline); real smuggling, see model, tenth alternative of action) and the attempt to cut short taxes or customs duties by giving the authorities in question not real or unreal or not complete declarations (smuggling in a wider sense, see model, 6.-9. alternative of action). In both cases this is a criminal act to German tax law according to §§370 ff. AO. However the criminal offences against the EC customs law is not laid down in the Customs Code but differing in each Member State. Therefore it may be favourable for an importer to choose another Member State that does not have national criminal rules or ones with fewer or more harmless penalties.

The EC customs code is differing between the ways a customs debt is incurred: the normal way of incurrence is laid down in Article 201 CC and smuggling is laid down under the scope of Article 202 CC. 33

Notes

31 See the ZEIT-Article of Ulrike Meyer-Timpe, Die Zeit No. 23 of 2 Juni 2005, 27.
32 This Figure 6 was taken from Weerth, PhD-Thesis 2007, Figure 6, 46.
33 Article 201 CC has the following text:

(1) A customs duty on importation shall be incurred through:
   a) the release for free circulation of goods liable to import duties [
   (2) A Customs debt shall be incurred at the time of acceptance of the customs declaration in question. [...]

34 See Witte in Witte, Zollkodex, Commentary 2006, Art. 201 CC, No. 15.
35 Article 202 CC has the following text:

(1) A customs debt on importation of goods shall be incurred through:
   a) the unlawful introduction into the customs territory of the Community of goods liable to import duties [...]

Model of Non-uniform Application of the Common External Tariff in the EC

Figure 6: Scheme of Possible Trade Flow Changes for Non-uniform Application in the EC-15 (1995-2004); Shown is the Duty (MFN, Most Favoured Nations); The Arrows are Showing the Trade Flow at Import to the European Common Market; Next to the Lateral Movements there are of Course Imports in all Member States.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trade flow at import of goods in to the EC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thrid country (non-EC-Member)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>→ → → → → ↓↓↓↓ ← ← ← ← ← ← ← ← ← ← ←←</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>← ← ← ← ← ↓↓↓↓ → → → → → → → → → →</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC Common Market</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
However the unlawful introduction of goods into the EC customs territory has not been topic of this survey. Included in this survey are ‘fraud and any other illegal activities affecting the financial interests of the Community’ against which according to Article 280 paragraph 1 and 2 EC-Treaty all measures shall be taken, ‘which shall act as a deterrent and be such as to afford effective protection in the Member States’. Estimated is an impact for the EC-own resources (traditional revenue of the EC) between 5% and 20% of the EC-total revenue per year.

Controls by the customs services at importation of goods are done in a very small amount of cases – estimates are thinking about only 1% of all imported goods. In some cases the irregularity can be determined by help of the invoice or other trade documents (contract, Bill of lading, etc.). However such trade documents are controlled on fewer occasions because the world of customs is more and more an electronic virtual world without trade documents which means that real paper documents are more seldom seen.

Frauds and illegal activities are fought within the EC by help of the EC-Anti-Fraud-Authority (OLAF) that was founded in 1999. The operational activity reports of OLAF are always containing interesting cases in which economic operators have tried to utilize the different ways the Customs services of the Member States are working or in order to make open fraud.

With the EC-Treaty of Amsterdam the Article 135 EC-Treaty (ex-Article 116 EEC-Treaty) has been introduced into the EC-Treaty which enables to further regulate the cooperation of the Members Customs services between themselves (horizontal) and to the Commission (vertical) in order to push the ‘Co-operation in Customs’.

On the basis of Article 135 EC-Treaty the commission has introduced a deeper and better cooperation of the Member States by council regulation (EC) No. 515/97 for cases of irregularities, which are regularly examined by OLAF. In the years 2003-2007 there were 173 irregularities for the importation of goods examined by OLAF (see Table 2).

OLAF has distinguished four different ways of fraud:

(a) false descriptions of goods which results in false customs classifications in den CET.
(b) false countries of origin, that are resulting in the application of the wrong (antidumping-) duty.
(c) false customs values, that are resulting in a false calculation of the customs duty and
(d) false amounts, that results for specific customs duties to the false calculation of customs duties.

By these results of OLAF alternatives of action numbers 6-9 of the model have been proven (see Table 1).

Table 2: Overview of OLAF-Cases from 2003 to 2007

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Country of Origin</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes
36 However illegal activities are mentioned in the model, for example, when they can help to understand a legal problem.
37 See Wassmann in Bongartz, 2000, 373.
39 See Wassmann in Bongartz, 2000, 373.
44 The term ‘irregularities’ is not defined in a Art. 280 EC-Treaty, however the Regulation (EC, EURATOM) No. 2185/96 (OJ EC 1996 No. L 292/2) concerning on-the-spot checks and inspections carried out by the Commission in order to protect the European Communities’ financial interests against fraud and other irregularities has a definition in Art. 2 of ‘irregularities’. See Billwiler, PhD-Thesis 2002, 29.
45 Therefore the irregularities are ‘serious or transnational irregularities or irregularities that may involve economic operators acting in several Member States against the financial interests of the Community or of the Member State concerned.’
46 This Table 2 was taken from Weerth, PhD-Thesis 2007, Figure Table 10, 48, and has been updated for the years 2006 and 2007.
The biggest threat for the own revenue of the EU is according to OLAF the false countries of origin in customs declarations for the import into the EC.

In the time of the OLAF report from July 2002 to June 2003 there were 68 different goods that were underlying an antidumping duty, where at minimum 30% of the customs value (up to 200% of the customs value), 47 113 out of 173 cases (65%) of the cases which have been under review of OLAF between 2003 and 2007 were cases with wrong countries of origin – it must be assumed that these were cases that tried to undergo the high antidumping duties. However the number of new cases with false countries of origin has fallen significantly in 2006 and 2007. In 2006 and 2007 the number of cases with a false description or as OLAF puts it with a ‘misdescription of goods including Combined Nomenclature Code’ has risen.

The tenth alternative of action is proven by many press releases of the customs authorities. 48

The first alternative of action (Contesting a Customs classification of a Member State for a limited time) is proven by many court decisions.

The fifth alternative of action (Development of new goods) is a very rare case – it has been proven for the development of salted chicken meat as a ‘new good’ (Pos. 0207 or 0210?).

The third alternative of action (Import over another Member State that has a different opinion of customs classification – change of trade flow, so called ‘tariff shopping’) has been proven by two court rulings and the empiric research by help trade data of old vehicles (Old-timer).

The fourth alternative of action (Application for a BTI in another Member State that has a different opinion of customs classification – so called ‘BTI-shopping’) is known within the customs service however these cannot be named due to the customs secret as of Article 15 Customs Code (model, Table 1).

The model of non-uniform application of the CET (see Figure 5, Table 1) shows ten alternatives of action: three alternatives of action are illegal (no. 8–10); three further alternatives could be illegal or legal in Germany (no. 2, 6/7); four alternatives of action (no. 1, 3–5) are legal in Germany and these alternatives of action have been the main theme of this research. All ten alternatives of action have been proven.

The model of non-uniform application of the CET has been proven by the following cases and examples:

(a) numerous judicial cases against BTI in the Member States and in front of the European court of justice, for example, financial court of the country of Brandenburg as of 16 October 2002 4 K 2243/01 49 (model, first alternative of action, contesting the classification opinion);

(b) ‘molten magnesia’, because two judicial decisions from financial courts in Germany, 50 and the European court of justice 51 have shown that some importers are not declaring a BTI with a different opinion of classification in order to receive a better customs duty (model, second alternative of action, import without hint of a BTI with a different classification result);

(c) the application of further BTI in other Member States that have another classification opinion which has been postulated by the US in front of a World Trade Organization (WTO) panel WT/DS315 (so called ‘BTI-Shopping’) – examples are known within the customs service, however they cannot be cited due to the customs secret (Article 15 CC) (model, fourth alternative of action);

(d) the import of old-timer vehicles as of pos. 9705 from the US because by help of a trade flow analysis has been proven that collectables as of pos. 9705 have been imported into six EC Member States significantly more in other Member States than vehicles as of pos. 8703: Belgium, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, France, Denmark and Sweden (so called ‘tariff shopping’, model, third alternative of action, change of trade flow);

(e) the import of salted chicken meat as of CN position 0210, because after the accession of ten (south-) eastern European countries and the creation of the EC-25 in May 2004 it could by proven by help of a trade flow analysis, that in two Member States (Estonia and Slovakia) the importation of this commodity under the classification of pos. 0210...
was possible though the European commission has tried to stop this classification possibility before (so called ‘tariff shopping’, model, third alternative of action, change of trade flow);

(f) the import of salted chicken meat as of CN position 0210, because this good has been developed after closing of the Uruguay-round in order to receive a favourable customs duty (model, fifth alternative of action, development of a new commodity);

(g) 173 cases of fraud which has been identified by the European Anti-Fraud Office (OLAF) between 2003 and 2007 – in 41 cases false descriptions of goods were shown, in 14 cases the customs value of the goods had been declared to low, in five cases the amount of goods had been declared to low and in 113 cases (65%) a false country of origin had been declared in order to receive a more favourable lesser customs duty (see Table 2) (model, sixth to ninth alternative of action; declaration of a different customs value, a different description, a different country of origin or a different amount);

(h) the import of numerous electronic products over Member States with another opinion of classification into the CET because there are big differences of tariff rates (between 0 and 14%, see Table 3) and this usage of cost differences has been acknowledged publicly by a PANASONIC-Manager\textsuperscript{52} (model, third alternative of action, change of trade flow);

(i) the concealment of goods and import against rules into the customs territory are proven by numerous judicial cases\textsuperscript{53} (model, tenth alternative of action), however this mode of action has not been the major theme of the thesis.

7. CONCLUSIONS

7.1. Utilization of the Non-uniform Application of the CET by Economic Operators

The non-uniform application of the CET is being utilized by economic operators since many years in order to reduce the customs duties when importing goods into the EC. This is a distortion of competition and it leads to the reduction of traditional revenue of the EC.

7.2. Customs Classification of Goods into the CET: Complex Rules

The law of customs classification and the application of the CET are difficult due to many code lines for customs officers and economic operators likewise. Different results for the classification of a similar commodity are possible due to different ways and standards of education of customs officers in the Member States of the EC-27 and the economic operators.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Commodity</th>
<th>Customs Duty (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Video-/Digital camera, depending on the technical detail</td>
<td>0-12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer, Notebook, Handheld</td>
<td>Free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USB-Stick, depending on the technical detail</td>
<td>0-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitors, depending on the technical details</td>
<td>0-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD-Player</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVD-Player</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP3-Player, depending on the technical details</td>
<td>0-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP4-Player (also MPEG4-Player)</td>
<td>0-14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.3. Dispute settlement

The law of customs classification is an inexact science. Differences are regularly arising between the HS contracting parties about the uniform application of the HS nomenclature that are resolved according to the general procedure of dispute settlement as of Article 10 paragraph 2 HS by decisions of majority.

The European commission is also deciding about customs classifications according to Articles 8, 9 and 10 Reg.-CN in the Customs Code Committee according to Article 247a CC and issues Classification-Rulings as council regulations that are binding within all Member States without basis of rulings of the HS council or a court decision by the European court of justice.\textsuperscript{56} By help of this procedure the dispute settlement within

Notes

\textsuperscript{52} See the statements of PANASONIC-Manager Petra Hermann in a ZEIT-article from Ulrike Meyer-Timpe, Die ZEIT, No. 23 as of 2 Jun. 2005, 27.


\textsuperscript{54} This Table 3 was taken from Weerth, PhD-Thesis 2007, Table 45, 285.

\textsuperscript{55} See BMF, Informations- und Wissensportal Zoll online, URL: <www.zoll.de/faq/reise_verkehr/einreise_nicht_eg/index.html> (2006/04/09), 2006; this overview has been deleted since then; the MP4-Player had not been contained.

\textsuperscript{56} The proceedings is explained by Sonnefeld, 55 ddZ-Fachteil 2002, No. 10, P. 57-P. 58.
the EC shall be ensured when different opinions arise between Member States.\(^5^7\)

For example mouse pads were classified into the CET with different results (see Table 4).

Germany therefore suggested a joint classification under the heading of 8473 as computer part. However the EC decided in a Classification ruling – Council regulation (EC) No. 471/2002\(^5^9\) – that the classification into four different tariff lines is correct (see Table 5).

The fact that a dispute settlement within the EC for the uniform application of the CET is necessary means vice versa that this is the proof of regular non-uniform application of the CET by the Member States in single cases.

### 7.4. Can an uniform application of the CET be obtained?

The non-uniform application of the CET has been proven by help of numerous single cases. The non-uniform application of EC customs law has also been proven in single cases. The EC Customs Union is therefore not working fully and orderly. However it must be said that the national customs services of the EC Member States are applying the EC customs law and the CET more or less uniform.

That means, that the fair and free trade for all market participants and the EC customs union is working more or less well – but here also exceptions of single cases are proving the rule.

Finally economic operators are always interested in a cost reduction: they are viewing customs duties as ‘manageable taxes’ and with the non-uniform application of the CET they are using comparative cost advantages for the market access to the EC common market. However this is to the disadvantage of the main revenue of the EC and the economic operators that are not using this systematic error of the EC. Whether the cost advantages that are obtained by non-uniform application are channelled through to the customer has not been part of the survey.

### 7.5. View into the Future

The uniform application of the HS nomenclature is not only a problem of the EC (EC-15, EC-25 and EC-27) but a global problem, because the technical progress and development of new commodities is very fast, the reaction speed of the concerned customs services (for arbitration or the dispute settlement until solving the problem) is more or less slow.

The problem of the non-uniform application of the CET within the EC is enhanced by the structural weakness of the EC-27, that 27 national customs services shall apply the EC customs law uniform though the national customs officers are having different standards of education, payments and cultural identities.

The EC is asked to acknowledge this problem and to address it.

If this problem is not tackled, the market access to the EC common market from third countries will stay non-uniform and therefore discriminating. Smart economic operators are using and are going to use this fact for further distortions of market access and competition – the revenue of the EC that is consisting between 10% and 15% out of revenue from customs duties is seriously in danger.

A possible solution is the creation of a common EC customs service (or a common tariff authority). Faster decisions and a uniform application of the CET could be received in this way. However the European

---

**Table 4: Classification Opinions for Mouse Pads out of Different Material\(^5^8\) (after Sonnefeld)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Chapter/Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>50-55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>5903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>5906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>6002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>6307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>8473</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5: Results of the Classification of Mouse Pads According to Classification-Regulation (EC) No. 471/2002\(^6^0\)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Tariff Line</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3926 9099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5903 2090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6212 1090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>6307 9010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Notes**

57 See Sonnefeld, ddZ-Fachteil 2000, F-65 for the different ideas about the customs classification of mousepads.

58 This Table 4 was taken from Weerth, PhD-Thesis 2007, Table 43, 242.


60 This Table 5 was taken from Weerth, PhD-Thesis 2007, Figure 44, 242.
commission has already dismissed this idea because some EC Member States are not willing to give up their national customs service – the political will is missing and the EC does not have the competence to overrule the Member States.61 The same applies for the idea of a central EC customs authority.62

The WTO dispute settlement case WT/DS315 (US v. EC 'Selected Customs Matters') has shown a lot of deficiencies of the EC customs service system and the EC has put the European commission under tremendous pressure to review the system of national customs services that are applying the EC customs law even when the European commission is (politically) celebrating the outcome of the panel as big success.63 The dispute settlement procedure has not been successful for the US in 18 out of 19 cases because the US did not present adequate evidence and in one case the EC has lost (customs classification of LCD monitors into the nomenclature in the Netherlands). To put it blandly – when compared to a 19-fold murder case in front of a US-court an 18-fold non-guilty verdict and a single guilty verdict (death penalty) would not be celebrated as a victory.

The EC has shown in the past years its tremendous ability to adapt to new challenges, also to within the field of the customs union.

Right now one is trying to fix the situation with methods and ideas that did not work out in the EEC-12 to tackle the task of a strongly enlarged EC-27. The Modernized Customs Code is a moderate and non-sufficient approach to alter the overall system of the EC customs union – the future will show whether the EC is able and prepared to further adaptations. Next to the conclusion that stark change is required the EC commission the EC council and the Member States must also show the political determination to change the EC customs system.

7.6. Suggestions

– The situation of the EC-27 is very special – it is the biggest, most successful and most important customs union of the world. But it is also a WTO Member and therefore it underlies the WTO-rules, under the particular rule of Article XXIV GATT. The WTO should question their rules that apply especially to customs unions – a CU is always a step to a bigger and deeper integration than a Free Trade Agreement. However in most parts of the world the FTAs are much more widely spread than CUs. In order to facilitate world trade and to enhance the founding of CUs exemptions from the rules of Article X GATT should be adopted for Customs Unions in order to enable the CUs also to be WTO Members.

– When differences in classification opinions between EC Member States or HS Member States occur it takes a very long time to receive a solution. This period of time should be very much shortened.

The European Court of auditors has also made this suggestion recently.64 A close monitoring to customs classifications should be introduced by the EC commission.

– A BTI should be a ‘must’ when a customs declaration is filed. Right now the BTI must not necessarily be declared within the customs declaration. In some EC Member States the omission of a BTI in a customs declaration is a criminal offence when the customs duties are shortened (e.g., in Germany). The European Court of auditors has also made this suggestion recently.65

– A BTI can now be applied everywhere within the EC – therefore an importer can perform so called ‘BTI-shopping’ and apply for a BTI until he gets the wanted result. This should be altered into a rule where an applicant can only apply once at the seat of the company (foreign companies from third countries to a single BTI authority).

– The criminal fines for offences against the EC Customs Code are differing in all 27 Member States because the national governments are in charge of determining these laws – this is a systematic error of the EC that can easily be used by importers by simply importing over Member States where no charges must be feared. High ranking members of the European commission General Directorate in charge of the EC Customs Law have also declared their desire for a uniform criminal law.66 The European commission has announced a plan to introduce customs fines after the entering into force of the Modernized Customs Code (which is to be applied from 2013).67

Notes

62 Ibid.
65 Ibid., the special report was based on observations in only six out of 27 EC Member States.
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